Effects of Negative Bias Voltage and Ratio of Nitrogen and Argon on the Structure and Properties of NbN Coatings Deposited by HiPIMS Deposition System
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Abstract: The NbNx coating coatings were deposited on Si wafer and SUS 304 stainless steel substrates by a high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) system at various bias voltages and the ratios of nitrogen and argon (N2/Ar). By virtue of electron probe microanalysis (EPMA), X-ray diffraction pattern (XRD), scanning electron microscope (SEM), atomic force microscope (AFM) and nano indentation test, the relationships between deposition parameters and coatings properties were examined in detail. These coatings show a strong preferred orientation of (200) plane at free bias voltage. With increasing bias voltage, the intensity of (200) plane peak became weaker and the full width at half maximum of peaks ((200) and (111) peaks) became broader, implying the crystalline grain size were decreased. The (200) plane almost is disappeared at −150 V bias voltage and the phase transition maintains the same change tendency with the increase of N2/Ar gas ratio. The coating microstructure gradually evolved from coarse columnar to dense columnar, and then to compact featureless structure with increase of the bias voltage, corresponding to the decreased surface roughness. The columnar structure of coatings is unrelated to N2/Ar gas ratio and the thickness is minimum at high N2/Ar ratio, which is attributed to the poor sputtering capability of nitrogen compared with argon instead of target poisonous effect. The higher hardness (H) and elastic recovery value are obtained for NbNx (H = 31.3 GPa and We = 69.2%) at −150 V bias voltage, suggesting considerable influence of bias voltage on hardness than that of the N2/Ar gas ratio.
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1. Introduction

Transition metal nitride coatings, possessing superior performances such as high hardness, good chemical inertness, excellent thermal stability and high temperature wear resistance, have been attracting much attention of researchers and industrialists. These coatings also have several potential applications in mechanical industry; for example, increase the lifetime of cutting tools and improving the productivity of high cost automatic machineries [1–5]. Among them, niobium nitride (NbN) is a very attractive material because of its good thermal expansion match with widely used tool steels, high melting point, high electrical conductivity and superior chemical inertness [6–8]. NbN coating has been synthesized by various deposition techniques such as reactive magnetron
sputtering deposition [9–11], pulsed laser deposition [12], ion beam assisted deposition and cathodic arc deposition [13–15]. In those methods, however, sputtering deposition is still widely used at current due to its advantage such as low cost, easy to control deposition process, and smooth surface of coatings without droplets. As a newly developed physical vapor deposition (PVD) sputtering technique, the HiPIMS has many merits to obtain coatings such as good adhesion with substrates, dense structure and optimized tribological properties, even when using low deposition temperature and low bias voltage compare to conventional sputtering and arc ion plating deposition [16,17]. In the works by Giudice et al. and Paulitsch et al. [18,19], the obtained coatings (Nb/TiN and Cr/TiN) deposited by HiPIMS had higher hardness, more uniform and denser structure coatings than DC magnetron sputtering. Ehiasarian et al. [20] reported that CrN and CrN/NbN coatings fabricated by HiPIMS possessed excellent mechanical and tribological properties in contrast to conventional sputtering. In HiPIMS deposition process, sputtering the target material with high power short duration pulses, the high level of ionized target material and gas species with high energy can be achieved. It has strongly influence on the physical and structural properties of the coatings. These characteristics make HiPIMS technique advantageous for depositing hard coatings.

Both the coating structure and properties depend sensitively on deposition parameters such as bias voltage, the ratio of N\textsubscript{2}/Ar gas, deposition temperature, sputtering power, etc. Among them, bias voltage and N\textsubscript{2}/Ar gas ratio are major parameters which usually control the quality of product coatings. A negative bias voltage, i.e., energy applied to the substrate can influence the nucleation and growth process kinetics during coating formation, will subsequently modify the microstructure and properties of the coatings. In other words, the energy delivered to the growing film was varied due to the different bias voltages during sputtering process. In the report by Jmusil et al. [21,22], energy $E_{bi}$ has significant influence on the structure, microstructure and properties including mechanical of the sputtered film. Here, $E_{bi} \approx (U_s \times i_s)/a_D$, where $U_s$ is the substrate bias, $i_s$ is the average substrate ion current density and $a_D$ is the film deposition rate. The gas ratio has directly effect on the chemical composition, phase structure, preferred orientation and deposition rate of the deposited coatings. Coatings properties also can be changed through adjusting the gas ratio. Sandu and his coworkers [9] reported that the hardness reached 35 and 40 GPa for hexagonal phase Nb\textsubscript{2}N and NbN films, respectively, and 25 GPa for the cubic phase NbN film with various nitrogen partial pressure deposited by magnetron sputtering. Kim et al. [6] studied the effects of deposition parameters such as N\textsubscript{2}/Ar gas ratio, deposition temperature and substrate bias potential on the mechanical and the structural properties of NbN thin films deposited by DC magnetron sputtering. The result showed that cubic NbN was formed in a low N\textsubscript{2}/Ar gas ratio (0.1), while a mixture of cubic and hexagonal NbN resulted from a high N\textsubscript{2}/Ar gas ratio of 0.2. The maximum hardness of 34 GPa at the $-200$ V bias voltage with fine dome structure was obtained. Most of the previously reported research works focus on the effect of nitrogen partial pressure on the properties of these coatings using conventional sputtering technique. Therefore, it has great significance to investigate the influence of the bias voltage and N\textsubscript{2}/Ar gas ratio on NbN coatings in detail using novel HiPIMS technique.

In this study, NbN\textsubscript{x}$>1$ coatings were fabricated by the HiPIMS deposition technique under various bias voltages, and the N\textsubscript{2}/Ar gas ratios. The chemical composition, phase structure, surface and fractured cross-sectional morphology, and the surface roughness were studied. The mechanical behavior of these coatings was also discussed and explained based on coating microstructure.

2. Experimental Details

NbN coatings were prepared by HiPIMS vacuum system. A metal Nb (99.99%) target with 80 mm diameter and 10 mm thickness was powered by the HiPIMS source. The distance between the substrate holder and target was 120 mm and the holder was allowed to rotate continuously at 10 rpm during the deposition process. Polished SUS 304 stainless steel and silicon wafer substrates were used for deposition. These substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and alcohol for 15 min, sequentially, followed by rapid N\textsubscript{2} drying. The chamber was evacuated to $5 \times 10^{-3}$ Pa using rotary and molecular
pumps. The rotary pump speed was 3 L/s and molecular pump speed was 1200 L/s. Before deposition, the −800 V bias voltage was applied to the substrate holder for 20 min in 0.5 Pa argon pressure in order to further clean the surface of specimens, and then the target surface was pre-sputtered in Ar atmosphere for 5 min. The NbN coatings were subsequently sputtered under different substrate bias of 0 (ground), −50, −100, and −150 V at the 0.6 N2/Ar gas ratio, and under a constant bias of −50 V at different N2/Ar gas ratios i.e., 0.4, 0.6 and 1. During sputtering, the sputtering gas (Ar) and reactive gas (N2) were introduced into the chamber by separate mass flow controllers. The total working pressure and average target power (P_t) were 0.5 Pa, 0.8 kW, respectively. Peak target power (P_p) was 14 kW and target power density W_t was 16 W/cm². The deposition temperature was fixed at 300 °C and the deposition time was 150 min. The parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. The HiPIMS pulsing parameters and deposition conditions for NbN coatings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repetition Frequency</td>
<td>147 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty Cycle</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_a</td>
<td>0.8 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_p</td>
<td>14 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_t</td>
<td>16 W/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Pressure</td>
<td>5 × 10⁻³ Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Pressure</td>
<td>0.5 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate temperature</td>
<td>300 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate to target distance</td>
<td>120 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition time</td>
<td>150 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The electron probe microanalysis (EPMA, CAMECA, SX100, Paris, France, Nb: CAMECA company, 100% Nb standard; N: CAMECA company, 56.44% N in BN standard; O: CAMECA company, 21.42% O in NiO standard.) was adopted to analyze the film elemental compositions and the beam voltage was 10 keV in EPMA test. The X-ray diffractometer (Model Bruker D8 Discover, Billerica, MA, USA) using Cu Kα radiation at 40 kV and 40 mA was used to characterize the crystalline structure. The surface and cross-section morphology of NbN coatings were measured from the field emission-scanning electron microscopy images (FE-SEM, S4800, Hitachi, Ibaraki, Japan). Thickness of coatings was also measured by SEM, as shown in Tables 2 and 3. The average roughness of the coatings was studied by atomic force microscopy (MFM-3D, AFM, Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). The mechanical properties of the coatings were investigated using a nano-indentation tester (Hysitron, TI 950 TribolIndentor, Hysitron, MN, USA) under a constant load of 4 mN. A three-sided Berkovich diamond tip (elastic modulus E = 1140 GPa and Poisson ratio ν = 0.07), having a tip radius of 100 nm, was used for all indentation tests. A trapezoidal load function was used and the unload curve analysis was performed to determine the coating hardness, according to the Oliver and Pharr analysis method [23]. For obtaining the accurate experiment values, the results were collected as an average of 10 measurement readings.

Table 2. The thickness and E_b of NbN coatings as a function of bias voltage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N2/Ar Ratio</th>
<th>Bias Voltage (V)</th>
<th>E_b (MJ/cm³)</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>−50</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>−100</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>−150</td>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>709</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which implied that (200) presented a preferred orientation growth. It is ascribed to low energy was possibly derived from the residual gas in the vacuum chamber and/or the Nb target that was Ti(Al,V)N films, as reported by Jmusil et al. [21]. With increasing bias voltage, the intensity of (200) peaks significantly decreased and vanished at −150 V bias voltage, while the broadening of (111) peak was almost constant value at around 41 at.%. As to Figure 1b, with increasing N2/Ar gas ratio, the N content also slightly increased. The adequate N reacted with Nb atoms and the superfluous N atoms could squash into the interstitial positions of NbN structure, which finally reached to a saturated value. It was considered that the relatively high N2/Ar gas ratio (over 0.3) leads to the formation of coatings with over N content, which was also found by Benkahoul et al. and Jun et al. [11,24]. The NbNx>1 coatings sputtered under these conditions are all over stoichiometric x = N/Nb > 1. Nitriding is another factor that needs to be considered. In the rotation of the substrate (the substrate does not face the sputtered Nb target for most of rotation time) and/or at a small duty cycle (the time during pulse-off is long compared with the pulse-on time), the coating is additionally nitrided and this results in no dependence of N content on bias voltage and N2/Ar ratio.

Table 3. The thickness of NbN coatings as a function of N2/Ar ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bias Voltage (V)</th>
<th>N2/Ar Ratio</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−50</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−50</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>612</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Elemental Composition and Phase Structure of NbNx>1 Coatings

Figure 1 plots the elemental composition of the NbN coatings as a function of substrate bias and N2/Ar gas ratio measured by EPMA. A relative low oxygen (O) content, i.e., 3 at.%, in all coatings was possibly derived from the residual gas in the vacuum chamber and/or the Nb target that was fabricated by self-propagating high-temperature synthesis. As the bias voltages increased from 0 V to −100 V (Figure 1a), the N content slightly increased from 55.4 at.% to 59.4 at.%, then rebounded to 58.4 at.% at −150 V bias voltage, while the Nb content was almost constant value at around 41 at.%. As to Figure 1b, with increasing N2/Ar gas ratio, the N content also slightly increased. The adequate N reacted with Nb atoms and the superfluous N atoms could squash into the interstitial positions of NbN structure, which finally reached to a saturated value. It was considered that the relatively high N2/Ar gas ratio (over 0.3) leads to the formation of coatings with over N content, which was also found by Benkahoul et al. and Jun et al. [11,24].

Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of NbNx>1 coatings deposited at different conditions. All the coatings were composed of NbN phase (PDF#710162). As can be seen in Figure 2a, a strong cubic (200) peak appeared in absence of bias NbNx>1 coating, accompanying a weaker cubic (111) peak, which implied that (200) presented a preferred orientation growth. It is ascribed to low energy Ebi delivered to growing coating by bombarding ions. This fact was demonstrated in sputtering of Ti(Al,V)N films, as reported by Jmusil et al. [21]. With increasing bias voltage, the intensity of (200) peaks significantly decreased and vanished at −150 V bias voltage, while the broadening of (111) peak...
remained. Two phenomena need to be noticed: (1) a slight shift to lower angle was seen in NbN$_{2>1}$ coatings from XRD pattern, indicating the presence of negative residual stress in these coatings [1]; and (2) the width of peaks become broader with increasing bias voltage, implying grain refinement effect [25]. With increase of bias voltage, the energy of the incident ions not only increase the mobility of the condensing atoms but also result in secondary nuclei and columnar growth being interrupted, which can cause the diminution of grain size and formation of nanocrystals; all these factors are conducive to peak broadening. These results demonstrate that the bias voltage has a major influence on crystal structure change, which means that the change of the NbN$_{2>1}$ coating structure is caused by increasing $E_{bi}$ with increasing substrate bias. Figure 2b presents X-ray diffraction patterns of the NbN$_{2>1}$ coatings deposited with fixed $–50$ V bias but different N$_2$/Ar gas ratios. The crystalline preferred orientation changed from c-NbN$_{2>1}$ (200) plane to c-(111) and c-(200) planes co-existing when the N$_2$/Ar gas ratio increased from 0.4 to 1. Similar to the effect of bias voltage, change of gas ratio also caused peak broadening.

![Figure 2](image_url)

**Figure 2.** XRD patterns of NbN$_{2>1}$ coatings deposited under different bias voltages with constant 0.6 ratio of N$_2$/Ar (a); and under different N$_2$/Ar gas ratios with constant $–50$ V bias voltage (b).

### 3.2. Microstructure and Surface Topographies of NbN$_{2>1}$ Coatings

To investigate the microstructure and surface topographies of NbN$_{2>1}$ coatings, the SEM and AFM investigations were conducted on typical samples. Figure 3 shows the surface images and the corresponding fractured cross-sectional SEM images of the NbN$_{2>1}$ coatings deposited at various bias voltages, viz. 0, $–50$, and $–150$ V, when N$_2$/Ar gas ratio was fixed to 0.6. In Figure 3a, without bias voltage, the coating exhibited circular rods that were loosely lined up on the surface. The corresponding cross-section image, as shown in Figure 3d, has pronounced columnar units with visible gap grow outward from the film-interlayer interface and throughout the whole film thickness. With applying bias voltage from $–50$ to $–150$ V, as shown in Figure 3b,c, the granular size on the surface decreased and became more compact. At $–50$ V low bias voltage condition, the prominent columnar structure still existed in Figure 3e, and was much denser than in Figure 3d. When the bias voltage increased to $–150$ V, the pronounced columnar structure was almost invisible so that the fracture cross-section was nearly featureless, in accordance with previous results [26,27]. It was considered that as the bias voltage increased, the increased energy delivered to the surface adatom, which could effectively increase the surface adatom mobility. This movement would fill the voids between the grains, break down the large columnar grain growth, and create more nucleation sites, thereby increasing the density of the coatings and promoting the grain refinement. The result of grain refinement is also in agreement with XRD pattern, as mentioned in Figure 2a. It is noted that the thickness is decreased with increasing bias voltage from Figure 3d–f. Two possible reasons could explain this observation. One is that enhanced incident ions energy could lead to the microstructure changing from loose to denser; and the other is
that more atoms from the growing coatings could re-sputter at a higher bias voltage. Therefore, it is assumed that the change of microstructure and the re-sputtering are responsible for this phenomenon in the present study. However, at the same −50 V bias voltage and various N₂/Ar gas ratios, all the granules were compact except those randomly distributed particles which were slightly increased at the surface of coatings, as shown in Figure 4a–c. These coatings also exhibited apparent columnar structure, nevertheless, the thickness dramatically decreased with increase of N₂/Ar gas ratio, as shown in Figure 4d–f. Similarly, Singh et al. [10] and Wang et al. [28] ascribed it to the well-known target-poisoning, namely, the emitting atoms and ions from the Nb target were greatly decreased due to the partial covering of high melting-point NbN on the Nb target surface. However, the reason of target-poisoning does not meet the practical situation in this study as the average voltage/current was almost constant in the whole sputtering process, suggesting that target poisoning effects in the sputtering process were absent. The reason for this decrease in the thickness is the poor sputtering ability of nitrogen compared to argon [29]. This result also shows that HiPIMS deposition possesses high gas ionization rate and can effectively avoid target poisoning effect.

Figure 3. Surface (a–c) and cross-sectional images (d–f) of NbNₓ>1 coatings deposited under different bias voltages with constant 0.6 ratio of N₂/Ar.

Figure 4. Surface (a–c) and cross-sectional images (d–f) of NbNₓ>1 coatings deposited at different N₂/Ar gas ratios with constant −50 V bias voltage.
Figure 5 shows the typical surface topographies and roughness of the NbN\(_{\lambda > 1}\) coatings deposited at different bias voltages. At 0 V bias voltage, the obtained topography shown in Figure 5a confirmed that the NbN\(_{\lambda > 1}\) coating was composed of small column hillocks, the roughness value was maximum arriving at 12.1 nm. With increasing bias voltage, the roughness value decreased to 5 nm and the minimum roughness of 4.7 nm was obtained at the \(-150\) V bias voltage, as shown in Figure 5c. The surface roughness evolution of coatings could be explained by the bias effect, which also were in good agreement with earlier reports on different hard coatings [28,30]. With increasing bias voltage, the mobility of the impinging ions and adatoms are increase, which eventually favors the formation of a dense coatings and surfaces of lower roughness. Comparing Figure 6 to Figure 5, it is found that the surface roughness of NbN\(_{\lambda > 1}\) coatings increased with the increase of N\(_2\)/Ar gas ratio. The mean free path (\(\lambda\)) of these molecule/ions differ between the nitrogen and argon, and the \(\lambda\) shown as following formula [31]:

\[
\lambda = \frac{kT}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2p}}
\]

where \(k\) is Boltzmann constant, \(T\) is Kelvin degree, \(\sigma\) is the effective diameter of molecule or ion, and \(p\) is the pressure in the chamber. It is known that the N\(_2\) gas has a larger molecular diameter is than Ar gas and the mean free path becomes smaller with increase of N\(_2\) gas partial pressure. It may suffer from much collisions and the injection energy to the surface of coatings will become lower. Thus, it will decrease bombardment effects of the injected particles and will cause poor surface diffusion, resulting in coarse surface compared to lower N\(_2\) partial pressure. Another explanation on the variation of roughness: as shown in Figure 4a, the surface of coatings was much smoother than the surface of high N\(_2\)/Ar ratio coating. Figure 4d–f shows that the columnar structure was very compact and dense in N\(_2\)/Ar ratio of 0.4, whereas, with increasing values of N\(_2\)/Ar ratio, the columnar structure became coarser and looser, which were contributed to the enhancement of surface roughness.

![Figure 5](image_url)
3.3. Mechanical Properties of NbN<sub>x</sub> Coatings

To minimize the effect of substrate and coating thickness, nanoindentation tests were performed to evaluate coating hardness, and the penetration depth was adopted to less than 15% (10%–15%) of coating thickness. A total of ten indentations were tested on each sample and the mean values and standard deviation was computed. Figure 7 presents the hardness $H$, elastic modulus $E$, typical load–displacement curves, elastic recovery $W_e$ and $H/E$ ratio of the coatings versus various bias voltages. With increasing the bias voltage, the coating hardness gradually increased from 9.6 to 31.3 GPa. Correspondingly, the elastic modulus increases from 175 to 232.3 GPa. As usual that, the coating with a higher hardness exhibits a higher elastic modulus. The trend was in agreement with Pogrebnjak et al. [32], who reported an increase of bias voltage leads to increasing $H$ and $E$ in NbN films, and the maximum hardness (28 GPa) is obtained at −70 V bias voltage. The hardness enhancement in the coatings could be attributed to grain size refinement and microstructure change. As discussed before, the grain refinement and change of microstructure were verified with increasing bias voltage. Smaller grains increased the effect of dislocation blocking and thereby strengthen the material. At high bias, the microstructure changed from porous to dense, which is also beneficial to enhance hardness. Some other minor effects induced by bias; e.g., residual stress might also contribute to part of the hardness improvement. Both the coating hardness and elastic modulus have been proposed to play a key roles in determining the wear and cracking resistances of the hard coatings. In particular, the ratio of the coating hardness over the elastic modulus $H/E$ was used as a more suitable parameter for predicting the wear and cracking resistance compared to hardness alone [33]. Figure 7c,d shows the elastic recovery $W_e$ and $H/E$ ratio of the NbN<sub>x</sub> coatings. Musil. et al. [34] demonstrated the need of high value of the $W_e$ for the reduction of friction and wear of the hard coatings. In Figure 7c, the $W_e$ increased from 33% for NbN<sub>x</sub> without bias voltage to 69.2% at −150 V bias voltage. The enhanced $W_e$ supported for an improvement of the resistance to the friction and wear. In Figure 7d, the $H/E$ ratio of the coatings increased from 0.055 to 0.135 corresponding with increasing the bias voltage from 0 to −150 V. Thus, the NbN<sub>x</sub> coating with $H/E \geq 0.1$ and $W_e \geq 60\%$ and dense voids-free microstructure exhibiting an enhanced resistance to cracking and wear was deduced [35]. For the coatings deposited at different $N_2/Ar$ gas ratios, as shown in Figure 8, the hardness and elastic modulus were changed from 23.5 and 217.5 GPa to 21.5 and 214.7 GPa, respectively. The difference in surface roughness might
be responsible for the slight decrease in hardness. Same tendency in elastic recovery and $H/E$ ratio is seen in Figure 8c,d. The value of $H/E$ ratio was around 0.1, implying that these coatings possessed comparative properties of resistance to wear. However, when compared with that of the bias voltage, due to the less variation in microstructure with various $N_2/Ar$ gas ratios, the effect of $N_2/Ar$ gas ratios on mechanical properties are less notable.

![Figure 7](image1.png)

**Figure 7.** Hardness ($H$) and elastic modulus ($E$) (a); load-displacement curves (b); elastic recovery ($W_e$) (c); and $H/E$ value of NbN$_{x>1}$ coatings deposited under different bias voltages with constant 0.6 ratio of $N_2/Ar$ (d).

![Figure 8](image2.png)

**Figure 8.** Hardness ($H$) and elastic modulus ($E$) (a); load-displacement curves (b); elastic recovery ($W_e$) (c) and $H/E$ value of NbN$_{x>1}$ coatings deposited at different $N_2/Ar$ gas ratios with constant −50 V bias voltage (d).
4. Conclusions

Pure NbN\textsubscript{x>1} coatings have been prepared successfully using HiPIMS deposition system under various negative bias voltages and N\textsubscript{2}/Ar gas ratios. The XRD patterns, microstructure and mechanical properties of the coatings are investigated systematically. The following main conclusions were obtained.

- The stoichiometry $x$ of NbN\textsubscript{x} does not depend on the negative substrate bias or the N\textsubscript{2}/Ar ratio. All sputtered NbN\textsubscript{x} coatings are over stoichiometric with $x = N/Nb > 1$. It is the result of an additional nitriding of growing coating during the substrate rotation or the pulse-off time between pulses in the HiPIMS process. The preferred orientation of NbN\textsubscript{x>1} coating changes from (200) to (111) with increasing bias voltage, i.e., with increasing energy $E_{bi}$ delivered into the coating by bombarding ions. The hardness $H$ and elastic recovery $W_e$ increases with increasing negative substrate bias voltage due to increasing energy $E_{bi}$. The NbN\textsubscript{x>1} coatings sputtered at negative substrate bias over $-100$ V exhibit high values of $H/E > 0.1$ and $W_e > 60\%$ and dense, void-free microstructure.

- Increasing N\textsubscript{2}/Ar gas ratio has resulted in the change of NbN\textsubscript{x>1} preferred orientations from (200) phase to (200) and (111) coexisting phases. The grain refinement is also found in these coatings. Due to the poor sputtering capability of nitrogen compared with argon, the thickness of NbN\textsubscript{x>1} coatings is vastly decreased and the roughness value is increased with increasing the ratio of N\textsubscript{2}/Ar gas. However, the N\textsubscript{2}/Ar gas ratio showed little effect on mechanical properties of the coatings, which is ascribed to the less variation in microstructure with various N\textsubscript{2}/Ar gas ratios in the coatings.

- The obtained coatings deposited by HiPIMS method show smooth surfaces and superior mechanical properties compared to DC sputtering, which indicated the merits of HiPIMS technique for industrial applications.
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